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As part of our co-authorship, Manuel Llamojha Mitma and I agreed that he
would compose this book’s dedication, and I would write the acknowledgments. My most important thanks, then, go to don Manuel. His incredible
talents as a leader, historian, and storyteller form this book’s foundation, and
I am grateful that he so generously shared his memories with me. I continue
to be amazed by his intellectual energy, his accomplishments as an activist,
and his astonishing determination. It has been an enormous privilege to work
with him.
María Llamojha Puklla took an active part in this book from its earliest
moments, showing much enthusiasm, generosity, and kindness. I thank her
for arranging interviews, for answering countless questions, and for her careful reading of the book’s first draft. María’s love for her father—and her commitment to honoring his life’s work—is deeply moving.
Alicia Carrasco Gutiérrez played a crucial role in this project, conducting nearly two dozen interviews with questions I emailed her from Canada.
Alicia’s enthusiastic work enabled this project to move forward with the speed
both don Manuel and I desired.
Walter, Hilda, and Delia Llamojha Puklla shared loving memories about
their father as well as their reflections and concerns about the book. Although
I met her only once, doña Esther Honorata Puklla warmly welcomed me
into her family’s life and readily offered her thoughts about her husband’s
activism. Don Manuel’s brothers Emilio, Víctor, and Alejandro also agreed
to be interviewed for the project. I thank them all for opening their lives and
homes to Alicia and me. I am also grateful to the many current and former
members of the Peruvian Peasant Confederation who shared their memories
of don Manuel and his work.
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the Centro de Información para la Memoria Colectiva y los Derechos Humanos, the Nettie Lee Benson Latin American collection at the University of
Texas at Austin, and the Hoover Institution all provided support and access
to crucial documents, periodicals, and recorded interviews. I thank Natacha
Carroll for superb research assistance in the Biblioteca Nacional.
Ricardo Caro Cárdenas offered many insights, shared essential documents,
and answered my dozens of questions about the Peruvian left. He also kindly
arranged access to the Peruvian Peasant Confederation’s archive. I am tremendously lucky to have such a generous and knowledgeable colleague and
friend. I also benefited from many conversations about don Manuel’s life and
work with the historians Nelson Pereyra Chávez and Iván Caro.
Gladys McCormick read a very early draft of this book, and her critical
feedback helped me craft a more accessible work. Susan L. Smith likewise
offered helpful comments on earlier versions. Ileana Rodríguez-Silva helped
me think through some of the major challenges this project posed, and she
provided outstanding conceptual advice.
Florencia Mallon gave much generous guidance and thoughtful suggestions about the book’s direction. I am exceptionally grateful for her ongoing
support and friendship. Duke University Press’s two anonymous reviewers
pushed me to both broaden and deepen my analysis, and I thank them for
their highly constructive feedback. Many thanks to Lydia Rose RappoportHankins, Danielle Houtz, Martha Ramsey, and Lorien Olive for guiding
the book to publication. I would also like to extend warm thanks to Gisela
Fosado for her keen insights and terrific advice.
My parents, Ed and Andrea Heilman, gave me unceasing encouragement
and support throughout this project. Ken Mah crafted the maps in this book,
took hundreds of photographs in Austin, rescued my computer from certain
death, and pushed me to keep moving forward. He is the very best husband a
person could have. Our son Theo was born as I completed the final revisions
for this book. I cannot wait to tell him all about don Manuel.
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